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Matrox Imaging software provides all the expertise of live classroom training, with the convenience of on-demand instructional videos outlining how to get the most out of MIL X
vision software. The Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) X 1 provides data management, object recognition, segmentation, and data analysis for process automation, computer vision,

robotics, and medical imaging. MIL X has been available to users as a production version for more than 7 years and is used daily by users at more than 50,000 companies
worldwide. The Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) X 4 is the foundation for the many applications built with MIL X 3, offering data management functions that provide an industry
standard for large datasets, annotation software that helps users quickly develop applications that interpret images, and data analysis tools that help users visualize image
datasets. Kurt van Doorn is a Matrox Imaging technician working at the CRVI. His career path has begun at the CRVI, and he has been dedicating his time towards further

development of open source software since 1999. When he notices a gap in the software market that's currently not being addressed by other software developers, he offers to
help fill this gap by developing the resources and tools that will allow other developers and researchers to address their own software development needs. His present work today is

focused on productionizing his customized acquisition drivers that can be used in MIL X. The development of the Imaging Library started in 1999 when Kurt and Matrox Imaging
decided to develop open source software that was compatible with the Matrox 9Vision. Today, Kurt is primarily focused on merging his programming skills into the MATRIX 9

software platform to further extend the capabilities of the MIL X vision software.
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Matrox Imaging Software for Hardware Development is the Matrox Imaging Library for software
developers. Whether you are developing a new vision system, performing data analysis, or

developing a solution for a machine vision or medical imaging application, you can use the tools of
the Matrox Imaging Library on any Arm Cortex-A family processor, including Arm cores in the iPhone

and other Apple mobile devices. Based on MIL X, Matrox Imaging Software for Hardware
Development provides a complete software development environment, which includes tools for

design, development, debugging, and much more. Matrox Imaging Library X 1 is a comprehensive
collection of software tools for developing machine vision, image analysis, and medical imaging

applications. MIL X includes tools for every step in the process, from application feasibility to
prototyping, through to development and ultimately deployment. The majority of processing,

analysis, annotation, display, and archiving functionality in MIL X is also available to run on Arm
Cortex-A family processors, specifically those employing the Armv8-A 64-bit architecture. The
processing and analysis functions are optimized for speed using the Neon SIMD architecture

extension. MIL X for Arm is supported on appropriate 64-bit Linux distributions, like the one from
Ubuntu. Image capture can be accomplished using the GenTL, GigE Vision or Video4Linux2

interfaces. MIL X for Arm is available to select users as a separate package upon qualification. For
more information, contact Matrox Imaging sales. 5ec8ef588b
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